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Stop Auto Theft, Track and Locate YourVehicle in Seconds Via the Internet
Using GPS and Cellular Technologies;Groundbreaking TechnologyNow
Being Sold to the Public at www.photodigitalgps.com

The Millennium Plus Mobile Locating Unit uses cellular airwaves and takes advantage of the
global positioning system created by the U.S. government to track cars, motorcycles and
recreational vehicles. This system allows users to track and contact vehicles any time day or
night via the Internet.

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) January 4, 2007 -- The Millennium Plus Mobile Locating Unit uses cellular airwaves
and takes advantage of the global positioning system created by the U.S. government to track cars, motorcycles
and recreational vehicles. This system allows users to track and contact vehicles any time day or night via the
Internet.

Millennium Plus is the first to offer publicly GPS/Internet tracking solutions for all cars, trucks and recreational
vehicles. Millenniun Plus utilizes a constellation of 24 geo-synchronous satellites providing precise navigation
and position information to the GPS receiver. In the event a car is stolen, an email and/or a cell phone call can
be used immediately, and the unit owner can disable the vehicle starter and lock the doors. This is perfect for
businesses that want to track their vehicles, or perhaps a teen-aged driver or elderly parent who is overdue
getting home. Millennium Plus offers affordable safety and security.

Millennium Plus delivers answers to the question, "where?" within seconds, and all via the Internet. This truly
revolutionary security and safety technology grants benefits through peace of mind. For information, go to
www.photodigitalgps.com
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Contact Information
Raymond Dohse
horizon technologies
http://www.photodigitalgps.com
619-334-0572

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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